In academia, the word ''tactical'' often refers to the quality of an action intended to give an agent an advantage over an opponent or problem scenario. As such, it is reasonable to suggest that a sequence of tactical actions taken by some agent often results in what we perceive as intelligent behaviors -the subject of this special issue. The scholarly works in this issue focus on intelligent behavior research for military robotic applications that will feed into the military tactical roles of tomorrow. Generally speaking, this issue presents tactical control strategies intended to provide Soldiers with a means to improve their own performance by delegating challenging workloads to intelligent, autonomous agents. In particular, however, this issue addresses important needs for commanding and controlling multiple tactical assets in military scenarios and adapting to changes in dynamic or uncertain environments.
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The first article introduces a method to integrate UAV ''wingmen'' into manned aerial teams. The method uses artificial potential functions to coordinate the wingmen and fuzzy logic controllers on each UAV for stability and intent prediction. The work is a result of collaboration between Motile Robotics (Garcia), University of South Florida (Barnes), and the Army Research Laboratory (Fields)
The next article proposes a new model-based, fault tolerant control law for a team of mobile robots. The control law considers each robot's dynamics and the team formation, and adapts to unknown fault dynamics by using a neural network for recovery. This work was a result of a partnership between the Missouri University of Science and Technology (Thumati, Jagannathan) and DRS Sustainment Systems (Dierks).
The third article from the University of New Mexico (Griffin, Fierro, and Palunko) extends the previous article's ideas by presenting a motion planning scheme for a quadrotor UAV to serve as an autonomous communications relay in GPS-denied environments. Here, the algorithm uses measurements from the communication field to move the quadrotor to the optimal location while avoiding obstacles and not using any position information.
The fourth article was written by a team from the Colorado School of Mines (Moore, Weiss, Steele, et al.) to consider the use of autonomous mobile radio (AMR) nodes to provide wireless tethering between a base station and a lead agent exploring a tunnel. With their algorithm, the team of AMR robots autonomously space themselves to achieve equivalent radio distance between each other using radio signal strength measurements.
The fifth article by Hudas, Vamdoudakis, Mikulski, and Lewis provides a method for learning optimal team strategies online in real time as team dynamical play unfolds, allowing for truly dynamical team decisions with changing objective functions time-varying system dynamics. This ability for autonomous agents to gracefully adapt to mission and environmental changes is extremely important in military operations, due to the highly uncertain and dynamic nature of military conflict.
The sixth article shows adaptability in engineering by describing a new design for intelligent unmanned vehicles using the XMOS processor and related technology. Developed at the University of Denver (Martins, Moses, Rutherford, Valavanis), this approach to vehicle design shows promise for devices that are expected to interact with new payloads, mission parameters, and sensors for many years without major redesigns.
The last article, written by Ferrari and Daugherty from Duke University, describes a Q-learning sensor planning approach to UAV navigation for sensing and surveillance applications. The main advantage of their approach is that the optimal guidance policy can adapt through learning without explicit knowledge of the systems models and environmental conditions.
We would like to dedicate this special issue to Grant R. Gerhart, Douglas W. Gage, and Charles M. Shoemaker, who chaired the Unmanned Systems Technology XII conference of SPIE Defense Security and Sensing 2010. The research presented in this publication originated from the Intelligent Systems session of this conference, from which they organized. Thanks to their invitations and support, we have been able to bring together and disseminate truly relevant research in tactical behaviors for military unmanned systems. 
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